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 Dear Premier Dexter

Position Statement on Proposed Fin-fish Aquaculture Sites on the Eastern Shore
 
The Seaside Tourism and Business Association is an association of Eastern HRM businesses whose 
goal is to work together to promote and grow the tourism and business environment along the Eastern 
Shore from Lawrencetown to Ecum Secum.  The members of STBA believe that our greatest asset on 
the Eastern Shore is our pristine coastal environment, from our white sand beaches to the bounty 
harvested from the sea by our fishermen. While tourism on the Eastern Shore is a precarious industry at 
best, it is STBA’s belief that we are on the verge of growing this industry and that what our coastal 
communities have to offer is something unique in the province: pristine, untouched and discoverable 
coastline.
 
We, the members of STBA, are very concerned that the proposed open-pen industrial salmon farms will 
jeopardize the tourism product that we are developing and promoting. Recent work to develop this 
region as a coastal destination will be impacted by both the perception and the reality that this type of 
aquaculture brings to an area. Quite simply, the risks to the many small businesses that depend on 
tourism far outweigh the possible benefits that this industry may bring with increased jobs. We strongly 
oppose any open-pen fin fish aquaculture and strongly urge the government take a far seeing, and 
precautionary approach to the development of aquaculture on the Eastern Shore. Since we are 
recognized as a pristine environment (and thus considered ideal for new fin-fish industry development) 
let us remain such, and take a long-term approach to protecting and preserving this pristine condition 
for the future of our citizens and the visitors who come to experience such a rare natural environment.
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